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PhotoShop Elements is a lighter-weight version of Photoshop that lacks advanced features such as the ability to
create more complicated layers, to edit files in the RAW format, and to insert a watermark. You can save images
and manipulate them, but it lacks some key features. While it can be a great software tool for a novice, pros will
look for editing options in Photoshop. Photoshop is also the program you should use for images taken with newer
digital cameras, such as DSLR and video cameras. Scratch your head. Search for guidance. Draw cartoon pictures.
Color in a book. Create a poster. Turn ordinary objects into art. There's no limit to the vast world of creative
possibilities — millions of people are making beautiful, interesting, and useful things in Photoshop. I encourage
you to get out there and start experimenting. Although you can use Photoshop to create some of your projects, most
digital artists do all or most of their work in more specialized software programs that provide more sophisticated
features and equipment support. Different types of Photoshop tools Here are several types of tools you can use in
Photoshop. (You can read more about each tool in the following sections.) Tool: This is just a fancy word for the
program's name, Photoshop, which appears in the program's interface, along with several other tools. Layer: You
use layers to organize your image into different areas that can be changed or moved. Layers can also contain text or
other items that can be manipulated in the same way. Selector: You can click, click, click (or double-click) to
create and manipulate objects and areas in your image. You can use any tool in the Select menu for that purpose. In
the Select menu, the Pen tool is represented by the green cursor, and the Brush tool is represented by the black
cursor. (We discuss using both tools in the following sections.) Pen tool: You can use the Pen tool to draw lines,
rectangles, and freehand shapes and areas. In the Tool Options bar, you can click the Pen icon (or select it via a
menu choice) to open the Pen tool options. (See the following figure.) Brush tool: You can use the Brush tool to
apply paint, paint-like effects, and strokes. The Tool Options bar's Brush icon (or select it from a menu choice)
opens the Brush tool options, which enable you to define a brush. Fill: You can use the Fill
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Photoshop Elements is one of the top selling photo editing software. The popularity of the program is a reflection
of its success in simplifying the use of creative and quality tools while maintaining professional outcomes. Adobe
Photoshop Elements 12 CS6 Review Adobe has recently updated its flagship product, Photoshop Elements 12 to an
entirely new version. This software is used for both editing photos and working with graphics. The elements
referred to here are used to describe the editing elements found in the program. The main distinction between
Elements 12 and the previous version is its shift to the cloud. Through the use of the cloud, software saves, edits
and stores your files in the cloud servers, this way allowing them to be accessed from anywhere at any time. The
cloud features allow for mobile photo editing, the ability to share, and editing on the go. The software boasts a
much easier and cleaner interface. A better layout has been created to make the interface much simpler to use.
Users will no longer have to use the Crop tool and select from the small array of tools to shape their images.
Elements 12 now has five different tools which work well, the ability to work with multiple tools at once and create
a range of file options is a plus for any user. With the easy to use interface, Photoshop Elements 12 allows you to
edit virtually any file type. It has the ability to allow users to create their own file type, this makes it easy to edit
any file. Users can create filters for their own use and also build in filters for the program. Photoshop Elements 12
has the ability to edit videos, this feature allows users to correct any defects in their videos. Photo albums have
been vastly improved allowing users to create albums with their own information. Albums can be created in any
number of ways allowing users to organize the way they want to view their images. It is easy to create, edit and
share videos and can be done so seamlessly. Photoshop Elements 12 makes editing videos incredibly easy. The
video files allow for a wide variety of editing options including the ability to split or merge them. The video is
available from within the program, the user is allowed to import their videos from an external source, or even make
their own. The video formats available through Elements 12 include HDV, HDV 1080i, HD 720p, DV, and VHS
videos. Its ability to import and save in a wide variety of formats is a plus. The program allows for the creation of
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Studies on estimation of deaths due to malignant neoplasms in Korea in 1993. Data on deaths from malignant
neoplasms in Koreans in 1993 were analyzed. The study reviewed the National Statistics Office reports and the
autopsy records of the Health Insurance Review Agency during 1993. One death from malignant neoplasms was
counted as one case of death due to malignant neoplasms. Neoplasms of the digestive system (IPD(e): 235, 54.6%),
respiratory system (IPD(e): 55, 12.7%), and genitourinary system (IPD(e): 31, 7.2%) were the major causes of
deaths due to malignant neoplasms. Malignant neoplasms of the head and neck (IPD(e): 104, 23.6%) were the most
common neoplasms among the male deaths. In the female deaths, a predominance of deaths caused by malignant
neoplasms of the digestive system (IPD(e): 111, 31.4%), respiratory system (IPD(e): 54, 16.0%), and genitourinary
system (IPD(e): 33, 10.2%) were noted. In the age group 25-29 years, infectious diseases caused the highest deaths
due to malignant neoplasms in both male and female deaths. In the age group 70 years and older, malignant
neoplasms of the genitourinary system caused the highest deaths. The average annual relative survival rate for
Korean cancer patients in 1993 was 27.3% in the malignant neoplasms group. This study showed that the death rate
from malignant neoplasms in Korea increased during 1993, especially in the over 70 years age group.A novel single-
nucleotide polymorphism in S-adenosylhomocysteine hydrolase is a risk factor for high risk group B beta-
thalassemia in Chinese population. S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH) hydrolase (SAHH) plays a crucial role in the
synthesis of SAH. A deficiency of SAH hydrolase is one of the causes for deficiencies in SAH, leading to
hyperhomocysteinemia and mental retardation. Three nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
the human SAHH gene, a 1100 T>C (p.V370A), a 1930 C>T (p.R607C) and a 1825 C>T (p
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Q: Pandas Dataframe... "DataFrame object has no attribute 'head'". I am using Pandas to read from a web interface
to scrape images from a webpage. There is a table that I am pulling the URLs of. The idea was to get the URLs,
and then read the images from those URLs (they are called javascripts). However, when I run the script, it gives the
error "DataFrame object has no attribute 'head'" I know this is probably because I have a list of dicts in a list, which
are the dataframes. However, I am trying to add them to a list, and then convert it to a DataFrame. I couldn't find
any documentation for the head method. I am quite new to Python, and I don't know how I should do this properly.
urllist = [] for item in soup.find_all('a', href=True): #print(item.text) #add to urllist urllist.append(item.text) #url
from html for plotting url = item.get('href') #open url with requests, read contents into variable response =
requests.get(url) #load contents of page into variable data = response.text #load contents of "td" tag into list of dicts
td_dicts = BeautifulSoup(data, 'lxml') #create a DataFrame text = pd.DataFrame(td_dicts) #creates a list of dicts
(DataFrames) dataframes = [text] #append urls into list urllist.append(url) It gives error "DataFrame object has no
attribute 'head' A: Considering my comment in your question, you should try returning the result of your dataframe
in a python list (as much as possible, anyway), and then loop over it to write each DataFrame. This is the modified
code for your example: import requests from bs4 import BeautifulSoup from pandas.io.json import json_normalize
import pandas as p
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You must own either an iOS or Android device, a Chromecast device (either second generation or later), and a
Google Account. A broadband connection is also required. How to Install DarkNx The app is available to download
for free from the iTunes store and the Google Play store. From within the app, you will be able to change the app
icon (and the branding of the app itself), change settings for the app, and view your account. One of the most
exciting things that this app does is completely automate and allow you to
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